Subject Index

A
Academic conversation, scaffolding, 66
Academic literacy preparation, 5–6
Academic text, 2
Acceptance of textbooks by students, 149
Accountability: book parties as form of, 182; extending support and, 162, 164; and metacognitive logs, 118, 125; for reading, 139; and students’ notes, 244
Accuracy, mathematics, 283, 317
Achievement gaps, persistence of, 3
Agency: building, 80–82; desire for, 84
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, 154
Ambiguity: helping students live with, 33–34, 80, 83, 148, 232; history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315; science goal, 302
Ambiguous headlines, 236
Annotations, 35, 93, 97; and Talk to the Text routine, 108–110, 261; and CERA, 328–330
Anticipation Guides, 243, 247
Apprenticeships: classroom experiences, 285; cognitive, 22; reading, 22; into a technical community, 285–286
Assessment, See also Curriculum-Embedded Reading Assessment (CERA): policies, 332–333; student growth, 85–88, 319–322; student work, 326

B
Background experience/knowledge, and comprehension, 239
Bless Me, Ultima (Anaya), 205
Book groups, 154–156
Book partying, 173–174
Book Pass, 169, 172
Book poster assignment, SSR+, 185
Book selection, 28–29
Book sharing, 167–168; history goal, 306; literature goal, 310; mathematics goal, 314; science goal, 301
Boredom, protecting students from, 10–11
Buffet tables, use of term, 153
Building Personal Engagement and Collaborating in a Community of Readers and Writers, 168, 188

C
Capturing the Reading Process activity, 94–95
Cartoon schema, 237
Cause and effect, identifying: history goal, 308; literature goal, 312; mathematics goal, 316
Change: conceptual, 247, 250, 305; context for, 3
Chronological thinking, history goal, 309
Chunking, 193, 261; defined, 100; First Amendment, 200; history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal,
315; modeling, 201; pre-algebra text, 199; text, 197–201
Clarification chart, 202, 204, 205
Clarifying: history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315; science goal, 302; strategy, 200–202
Clarifying strategy, 200–202
Class norms: developing, 63; setting, 64
Class participation, 68
Classroom community: building, 56; collaboration, 59–67; first day of school, 56–57; life goals, exploring, 69–70; relationships between literacy and power, investigating, 69–72; relevance, building with essential questions, 70–72; safety, building, 67–69; sample day-one practices for establishing, 58
Classroom libraries, 169
Classroom roles: reflecting on, 131–133; in the transition to internalized metacognitive conversation, 132–133
Cloze passages, 265, 267
Code-breaking stance, fostering, 81–85
Coffee Will Make You Black (Sinclair), 186
Cognitive apprenticeships, 22
Cognitive dimension, 24, 33–36, 191–232; big picture, understanding, 33–34; breaking down texts, 34; chunking text, 197–201; clarification chart, 202, 204, 205; clarifying strategy, 200–202; comprehension, monitoring, 34; connections, making, 202–203; diagram dialogues, 208; evidence, 216–217; focus of, 33; “getting the gist” strategy, 217–222; high-leverage reading strategies, applying, 197–225; independence, orchestrating, 231–232; informational text, previewing, 225, 226; predictions, 223–225; problem solving, making explicit, 192–193; problem-solving strategies, to assist/restore compressions, 35; Question-Answer Relationships (QAR), 212–215; questioning, 210–212; reading processes, adjusting, 35–36; reading purposes, setting, 35–36; reading, teaching problem solving in, 193–197; reciprocal teaching role cards in science, 228–229; ReQuest, 211–213; roadblocks, evaluating, 203; strategic readers, developing, 225–232; strategy integration, supporting, 227–229; student engagement, building, 225; summarizing, 217–222; text signals, reading, 223–224; visual information, close reading of, 209; visual note-making in pre-algebra class, 210; visualizing and visual texts, 204–210
Collaboration, 13–14; beyond the classroom, 289–291; building relationships/norms, 59–67; collaborative class discussion, 119; in a community of readers and writers, 299; cultivating, 119–127; facilitation of class discussion, teacher's role in, 119–120; literature goal, 310, 311; mathematics goal, 314; partner work, 120–122; small groups, 122–127; Think-Pair-Share and Think-Write-Pair-Share, 120–122
College enrollment, expectations at time of, 5
Commentary, literary, 280, 313
Committee on Increasing High School Students' Engagement and Motivation to Learn, National Research Council, 30
Common Core State Standards for K–12 students, 1; momentum behind, 4
Community colleges, and literacy, 5
Comparing/contrasting, 254–255; history goal, 308; literature goal, 310, 311; mathematics goal, 316; science goal, 303
Comparison text sets, 150
Competence: defined, 100; desire for, 84
Complex texts, 11
Comprehension: background experience/knowledge, importance in assisting, 239; goals, using cognitive strategies to increase, 299; history goal, 307–308; and knowledge, 233–287
Concept development, tracking, 249
Conceptual categories, mathematics, 283, 317
Conceptual change: monitoring, 247; science goal, 305
Conceptual difficulty, of text, 143
Confusion: bringing out into the open, 97–98; helping students live with, 33–34; of students, soliciting, 69
Connection making, 202–203; history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315; science goal, 302
*Contender, The* (Lipsyte), 179–180
Content: teaching without having students read, 10–11; and world knowledge, building, 252–256
Context: for change, 3; history goal, 307
Contextual redefinition, 267; history goal, 309; literature goal, 313; mathematics goal, 317; science goal, 304
Corroboration, scientific, 305
“Courage That My Mother Had, The” (Millay poem), 152
Course texts, limitations of, 142
*Cry, the Beloved Country* (Paton), 146, 151
Curriculum-Embedded Reading Assessment (CERA), 130; defined, 323; frequency of administration, 323–324; guidelines for administering, 323–326; individual reading, 324–325; individual writing, 325; individual writing prompts, 327–330; introduction, 324; lesson plan/rubric, 324–328; literacy instruction goals, using data to set/adjust, 326; materials/preparation, 324; self-assessment, 326; student work, assessing, 326; text selection/question development, 324; whole class metacognitive conversation, 325–326

**D**
*Daily Rand* (newspaper), 146
Decoding, 90; fluency compared to, 19–20; skills, 7
Demystifying reading, 22–23
Dependence on teachers, perpetuation of, 10
Developmental literacy classes, 7
Diagram dialogues, 208
*Diary of Anne Frank, The*, 181
Disciplinary discourse and practices, building, 272–286
Disciplinary inquiry of the day, 148
Disciplinary literacy practices, focusing, 130
Discipline-specific knowledge, 40
Discouraged students, helping to reinvest themselves as learners, 272
Discourse routines, developing to support collaborative problem solving, 83–84
Discussion log, 318–319
Dispositions for engagement, developing, 57
Document corroboration, history goal, 309
Document sourcing, history goal, 309
Double-entry journal routine, 110–118

**E**
Education, and economic power, research about, 71
Effort, assessing, 85–88
Engaged academic literacy, 1–16
Engaged readers, developing, 23
Engagement: building, 225; defined, 100; sample essential questions to build, 72
Error Response Flow Chart, 242
Essay Evaluation Days, 132–133
Essential questions: to build motivation/engagement (samples), 72; building relevance with, 70–72
Evaluation Rubric, 165
Evidence: history goal, 308; mathematics goal, 316; offering, 67; of Reading Apprenticeship success, 14; text-based, 216–217
Explanation, scientific, 304
Explicit prompts, 245, 249
Extensive academic reading, 135–166; academic language knowledge, 137; accountability for reading, 139; choice of reading material, 151–158; comparison text sets, 150; comprehension of academic texts, 137; as context for reading apprenticeship, 24; contributions to student growth as readers, 136–137; creating support for, 139; differentiated reading, supporting the textbook with, 141; disciplinary texts, extending time for reading in class, 140; Evaluation Rubric, 165; fluency, 137; habit of
reading, 137; horizontal text sets, 144–147; independent projects, 156–159; inquiry, framing into two poems, 152; inquiry questions for reading across texts, 150–151; levels/access for reading, extending, 142–151; literature circles/book groups, 154–156; metacognitive logs, 165; purpose of, 139–146; quarterly science book projects, 160–161; reading experiences, increases in, 137; reading material, choice of, 136; Reflective Reading logs, 165; role played by, 136–138; roles in, 139; science book project weekly check-ins, 161; Science in the News (SiN) assignment, 158–159; stamina, 137; student choice in Grade 9 science curriculum, 157; Student Learning Goals for Building Personal Engagement, 139; subject area learning, 136–137; subject area sustained silent reading (SSR), 151–154; support/accountability, 162–166; Text + One More, 150; textbooks as text sets, 147; time required by, 137; vertical text sets, 142–144

H
“Habits of mind” characteristic of academic disciplines, 40
High-level literacy standards, 1
High-needs students, 3
High school, literacy in, 3
History: building knowledge of the discipline of, 278, 309; cause and effect, 309; collaborating in a community of readers and writers, 306; contextualization, 309; customized learning goals, 300; documents/artifacts, 309; identity, 309; knowledge about language, building, 308–309; knowledge about text, building, 308; knowledge building, 308; personal engagement, building, 306; Reading Apprenticeship goals in, 277–279; record and interpretation, 309; schema, 309; Student Learning Goals, 306–309; thinking, making visible, 307
Hoops (Myers), 175
Horizontal text sets, benefits of, 145
Humor, and schema, 235

I
Ideas: building on, 67; density, and text difficulty, 143
Identity: historical, 309; literary, 280, 313; mathematical, 283, 317; reader, 30–31, 76–80; scientific, 305
Independence, orchestrating, 231–232
Independent projects, 156–159
Independent readers, developing, 23
Inductive reasoning, 102–103
Informational text, previewing, 225, 226
Inquiry: literary, 280, 313; scientific, 304
Inquiry culture, 200–201; confusion, bringing out into the open, 97–98; confusion fix-up steps, 100; eliciting student thinking, questions for, 99; establishing, 97–100
Instructional framework, Reading Apprenticeship, 2–3, 14–15
Interests and Reading Survey, 294–298
Invisible Man (Ellison), 279
J

*Jailed for Freedom* (Stevens), 251

Journals, reading, 261

*Julie of the Wolves* (George), 222

K

*Kaffir Boy* (Mathabane), 146

Knowledge, and reading comprehension, 233–234

Knowledge-building dimension, 24, 36–41, 233–287, 251; activities, 38; building knowledge of content and the world, 38; content and world knowledge, 38, 252–256; disciplinary discourse and practices, 40–41, 251, 272–286; focus of, 36; grammars for texts, 37; language, 39–40, 251, 258–272; monitoring conceptual change (metacognitive note taker), 247; schema, 36–38, 234–250; texts, 38–39, 251, 254, 255, 257–258; topic, 251; tracking concept development, 249; types of, 250–251

Knowledge-building goals, 299

Knowledge consolidation: history goal, 308; literature goal, 312; mathematics goal, 316; science goal, 303

*Korematsu v. United States*, 231

KWL structure, 202, 243

L

Labels, scientific, 304

Language: building knowledge of, 258–272; choices, 280, 313; literature goal, 312–313; mathematical, 283, 317; and text difficulty, 143

Learning, social support for, 21–23

Life goals, exploring, 69–70

LINK structure, 202, 243–245

Literacy: ceiling, 5–6; in college and the workplace, 4–5; college course expectations, 1–2; and community colleges, 5; in high school, 3; goals, and student experience with academic texts, 2; leadership groups, 290; in middle and high school, 3–4; needs, awareness of, in secondary school/college, 3; Reading Apprenticeship approach to improving, 12–13

Literacy agenda: developing, 310; mathematics goal, 314

Literacy context: building, 310; mathematics goal, 314

Literacy practices, 20; and social purposes, 20

Literature: building knowledge of the discipline of, 280, 313; circles, 154–156; collaborating in a community of readers and writers, 310; comprehension, using cognitive strategies to increase, 311–312; customized learning goals, 300; knowledge, building, 312; language, building knowledge about, 312–313; personal engagement, building, 310; Reading Apprenticeship goals in, 279–282; Student Learning Goals, 310–314; text, building knowledge about, 312; thinking, making visible, 311

Low literacy achievement, 3–4, 6, 15; traditional response to, 3, 7–8

M

* Martian Chronicles, The* (Bradbury), 270–271

Mathematics: building knowledge of the discipline of, 317; collaborating in a community of readers and writers, 314; comprehension, using cognitive strategies to increase, 315–316; conceptual categories, 283; customized learning goals, 300; knowledge, building, 316; language, building knowledge about, 316–317; personal engagement, building, 314; pre-algebra, sampling of mathematics disciplinary goals in, 283–286; Reading Apprenticeship goals in, 282; Student Learning Goals, 314–317; text, building knowledge about, 316; thinking, making visible, 315

Metacognition: and apprentice readers, 26; “at light speed,” 94; defined, 26, 100; developing, 31

Metacognitive conversation, 24–27, 89–134, 136, 191; building awareness of thinking, 129; Capturing the Reading Process activity, 94–95; classroom roles, reflecting on, 131–133; collaboration, cultivating,
Subject Index

119–127; collaborative meaning making, 27; cultivating, 101–118; defined, 89; development of proficiency in language domains, 26; disciplinary literacy practices, focusing on, 130; disciplinary uses of, 127–130; goal of, 127; inquiry culture, establishing, 97–100; internal/external conversations, 27; metacognitive double-entry journal routine, 110–118; metacognitive funnel, 128–130; Metacognitive Log routine, 115–118; reading, focusing on, 129; reading problems, focusing on solving, 130; Reading Strategies List, building, 95–96; Students Practice Think Aloud routine, 93; Talking to the Text routine, 108–110; text-based discussion, 27; Think Aloud routine, 101–107; thinking, 92–94, 129; value of, 90; vocabulary building in, 26

Metacognitive double-entry journal routine, 110–118; sample uses of, 112; student comments on, 114–116; student work samples, 113

Metacognitive funnel, 128–130

Metacognitive logs, 115–118, 163, 165, 321; defined, 115; Metacognitive Reading Log template, 116; and sustained silent reading SSR+, 176–182; sustained silent reading SSR+, 322

Metacognitive Reading Log: classroom close-up, 118; pair work, 117; template, 116

Metacognitive bookmark, 106

Middle school, literacy in, 3–4

Monitoring: discussion log, 318–319; discussion record, 319; history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315; participation/contribution to classroom learning, 318–319; participation log, 318; student work, 318–330; science goal, 302

Monitoring conceptual change (metacognitive note taker), 247, 250

“More competent others,” use of term, 21

Morphology, 265

“Mother to Son” (Hughes poem), 152

Motivating self-talk, 81–82

Motivation, 2, 14; to read/improve reading skills, 28; sample essential questions to build, 72; students, 2

Movement, literary, 280, 313

Multiple texts, learning to read across, 138

MyPlate (USDA), 230

N

Name cards, 66

Narrative voice, 280, 313

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 3–4

No Child Left Behind act, 4

No More Strangers Now: Young Voices from a New South Africa (McKee/Blackshaw), 146

Norms: building using collaboration, 59–67; for learning, setting, 64

O

Odyssey, The (Homer), 193

“Old Man” (Sanchez poem), 68

On My Own (QAR), 213–215

Optimism, case for, 12–15

Oral reading fluency, building, mathematics goal, 314

Organizing ideas/information, history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315; science goal, 302

Out-of-school texts, modeling thinking aloud, 82–83

P

Paraphrasing: defined, 100; history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315; science goal, 303

Participation: in class discussions, 66; log, 318; mathematics goal, 314

Partner work, 120–122; scaffolding, 122

Pattern application, mathematics, 283, 317

Peers, and book talks, 174

Personal dimension, 24, 30–33; agency, building, 80–82; building, 73–85; code-breaking stance,
fostering, 81–85; focus of, 30; metacognition, 31; out-of-school texts, modeling thinking aloud with, 82–83; reader confidence/range, 32–33; reader fluency/stamina, 32; reader identity, 30–31; reader identity, building, 76–80; “Why Do We Read?” document, 75

Personal engagement goals, building, 299
Personal reading histories, investigating, 78–80
Physics book, previewing, 259
Point of view: history goal, 308; literature goal, 312; science goal, 303
Practicing: history goal, 306; literature goal, 310; mathematics goal, 314; reading strategies, 36, 187; 192, 195–197; 226–227; science goal, 301
Talking to the Text, 109
Pre-algebra, sampling of mathematics disciplinary goals in, 284
Pre- and post-reading surveys and reading histories, 320
Predicting, 222–223; history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315; science goal, 302
Predictions, 223–225; How Are My Predictions Doing?, 224
Previewing: books with Book Pass, 170–173; discipline-specific cognitive strategies, 197; history goal, 307; informational text, 225, 226; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315; physics textbook, 259; science goal, 302; text, 39, 83, 197, 217, 254, 256–257
Problem identification, mathematics, 283, 317
Problem solving: making explicit, 192–193; mathematics, 283
Proficiency in reading, variation in, 20
Proficient readers, characteristics of, 20–21
Prompts: explicit, 245, 249; individual writing, 327–330
Pulling It Together (QAR), 213–215
Punctuation: history goal, 309; literature goal, 312; mathematics goal, 316; science goal, 304

Q
Question-Answer Relationships (QAR), 212–215; introducing, 215; types of, 213–214
Questioning, 210–212; history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315; science goal, 302
Questions: asking, 67; of students, soliciting, 69
Quick-fix programs, 8
Quick-fix solutions, 8–9
Quick writes, 66

R
RAND Reading Study Group, 20
Range, increasing: history goal, 306; literature goal, 310; mathematics goal, 314; science goal, 301
Readability measures, 143
Reader confidence/range, 32–33
Reader fluency/stamina, 32
Reader identity: building, 76–80; developing, 30–31; mathematics, 314; personal reading histories, investigating, 78–80; success, negotiating, 76–77
Reading, See also Extensive reading: About
Reading activity, 18; authentic purposes, setting, 73–75; capturing the process, 94–95; collaborative meaning making, 23; as complex process, 18–19; defined, 17–21; engaged, strategic, and independent readers, developing, 23; fluency compared to decoding, 19–20; Good Readers Are ..., 21; motivation to read/improve reading skills, 28; noticing/appropriating others’ ways of, 29–30; as problem-solving process, 19; proficiency, variation in, 20; proficient readers, characteristics of, 20–21; talking to understand, 311, 315
Reading Apprenticeship: approach, 23; changes in student literacy, learning, and identities, 14–15; classroom/framework, 2–3, 14–15, 17–53; collaborative inquiry into reading and thinking processes, 13–14; improving student literacy, approach to, 12–13; instructional framework,
2–3, 14–15; students as partners in collaborative inquiry into reading/thinking processes, 13–14; and students’ untapped resources, 13–14; and teachers’ untapped resources, 12–13
Reading Apprenticeship classroom: classroom talk, 338; collaboration, climate of, 337; comprehension, focus on, 337; groupings, 338; materials, 338; student independence, 337; tasks/activities, 338; teaching and learning roles, 338
Reading Apprenticeship framework, 2–3, 14–15, 17–53, 25; key dimensions of classroom life, 24; metacognitive conversation, 89–134; student evolution to competent learning, 55
Reading apprenticeships, 22
Reading, exploring students’ concepts of, 91
Reading problems, focusing on solving, 130
Reading processes: adjusting, 35–36; history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315; science goal, 302
Reading purposes: history goal, 307; mathematics goal, 315; setting, 35
Reading research, vocabulary of, 98, 100
Reading Strategies List, 261; building, 95–96; usefulness of, 97
Reading task behavior, 321
Reasoning: inductive, 102–103; mathematical, 283, 317
Reciprocal modeling, of Think Aloud routine, 104–105
Reciprocal teaching role cards in science, 228–229
Referents, 259, 272: history goal, 308; literature goal, 312; mathematics goal, 316; science goal, 304
Reflection: on classroom roles, 131–133; literature goal, 310; mathematics goal, 314
Reflection letter, preparing to write, 188
Reflective Reading logs, 165
Relevance, and text difficulty, 143
Remedial classes/curricula, 3–4, 7
Remediation, 7–8
Repairing comprehension: history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315
Representation, mathematical, 283, 317
ReQuest, 211–213
Rereading: history goal, 308; literature goal, 312; mathematics goal, 316; science goal, 302
Right There! (QAR), 213–215
Roadblocks: evaluating, 203; history goal, 307; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 315; science goal, 302
Role cards, 228–230
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry (Taylor), 152
S
Scaffolding, 65; of academic conversation, 66; defined, 21; partner work, 122
Schema, 234–250; ambiguous headlines, 236; building/revising, 243–250; cartoon, 237; defined, 37, 100, 234; history goal, 308; inappropriate, relinquishing, 37; literature goal, 312; mathematics, 316; metacognitively thinking about, 234–235; for the role of transition words, 268; standardized test, 260; students’ introduction to, and humor, 235; surfacing, 240–243
Science: building knowledge of the discipline of, 275–276, 304–305; cognitive strategies, using to increase comprehension, 302–303; collaborating in a community of readers and writers, 301; conceptual change, 276; corroboration, 276; customized learning goals, 300; documents, 275; evidence, 276; explanation, 276; identity, 276; inquiry, 276; knowledge about language, building, 304; knowledge about text, building, 303; knowledge, building, 303; language, 276; personal engagement, building, 301; Reading Apprenticeship goals in, 274–275; sourcing, 277; Student Learning Goals, 301–305; thinking, making visible, 302; understanding, 276
Science book project weekly check-ins, 161
Scientific identity, 305
Selfish Gene, The (Dawkins), 153
Sentence detectives, 269, 271; practice, 272
Sentence frames, 65, 67
Sentence length, and text difficulty, 143
Sentence structure: history goal, 309; literature goal, 313; mathematics goal, 317; science goal, 304
Sequencing: history goal, 308; literature goal, 312; mathematics goal, 316; science goal, 303
Seven Daughters of Eve, The (Sykes), 153
Sidelines, moving to, in class discussions, 66
Signal words: history goal, 308; literature goal, 312; mathematics goal, 316; science goal, 304
Silent reading fluency: history goal, 312; literature goal, 310; mathematics goal, 314; science goal, 301
Skills-in-a-box solutions, 8–9
Small groups: collaboration in, 122–127; membership, 126; reciprocal teaching, 125–126; self-assessment rubric, 127; structuring, 125–126; teacher’s role in, 125; theme discussion, 87
Snow Falling on Cedars (Guterson), 231
Social dimension, 24; building, 57–73; dispositions for engagement, developing, 57; focus of, 27; literacy, investigating the relationship between power and, 28, 69–72; noticing/appropriating others’ ways of reading, 29–30; other’s ways of reading, noticing/appropriating, 29–30; reading processes/problems/solutions, sharing, 29; safety, creating, 27; text talk, sharing, 28–29
Social norms, developing to support collaborative problem solving, 83–84
Social support for learning, 21–23; cognitive apprenticeships, 22; demystifying reading, 22–23; reading apprenticeships, 22; text-based discussion, 23
Socially mediated learning, 20–21
Something Strong Within (documentary), 231
Sourcing, scientific, 304
Spokesperson role, 66
Stamina, increasing: history goal, 306; literature goal, 310; mathematics goal, 314; science goal, 301
Standardized tests, 258; schema, 260
Stormbreaker (Horowitz), 175
Strategic Literacy Initiative (SLI), 339
Strategic readers, developing, 23, 225–232
Strategy: defined, 100; integration, supporting, 227–229
Strategy integration, supporting, 227–231
Structures, literary, 280, 313
Student engagement, building, 225
Student growth assessment, 319–322; metacognitive logs, 321; pre- and post-reading surveys and reading histories, 320; reading task behavior, 321; rubric for student self-assessment of collaborative work, 322; Student Learning Goals, 319; Talking to the Text routine, 320; Think Aloud routine, 319–320
Student Learning Goals, 88, 168, 252, 319; for Building Personal Engagement, 139, 188; history goal, 306–309; how to use, 299–300; literature goal, 310–314; mathematics goal, 314–317; science goal, 301–305
Student self-assessment of collaborative work, rubric for, 322
Student-to-student academic conversation, teaching, 64
Student-to-student interaction, introducing norms of, 58
Student work, monitoring/assessing, 318–330
Students: self-assessment of progress, 87–88; untapped resources, 13–14
Subject area sustained silent reading (SSR), 151–154
Substantive work, defined, 126
Success, negotiating, 76–77
Summarizing, 217–222; complexity of, 218; defined, 100; history goal, 308; literature goal, 312; math solution summary analysis by a peer, 220; mathematics goal, 315, 316; summary
analysis by a peer, 218–219; This Is About/This Is Really About activity, 219, 221–222; Twenty-Five-Word Abstract, 219; visual summaries (posters), 221

Survival words, 264

Sustained silent reading (SSR), Reading Apprenticeship version of, 167–168


Synthesizing: history goal, 308; literature goal, 312; mathematics goal, 316

T

Taking power, mathematics goal, 314

Talking to the Text routine, 108–110, 163, 201–202, 261, 320; introducing, 109

Talking to understand reading, history goal, 307

Teachers: perpetuating students’ dependence on, 10; untapped resources, 12–13

Teaser strips, 185

Text: building knowledge of, 254–258; chunking, 197–201; defined, 100; teaching around, 9–10; text-based class discussion, 86; text-based discussion, 23; text-based evidence, 216–217; text-based small-group questioning, 86–87

Text density, mathematics goal, 316

Text features: history goal, 308; literature goal, 312; mathematics goal, 316; science goal, 303

Text + Me (QAR), 213–215

Text + One More, 150

Text signals, reading, 223–224

Text structure, 269: history goal, 308; literature goal, 312; mathematics goal, 316; science goal, 303, 304

Textbooks: student acceptance of, 149; supplementing with varied/engaging texts, 11; as text sets, 147

*Their Eyes Were Watching God* (Hurston), 192

Thematic text sets, 146–147

Themes, literary, 280, 313

Think Aloud routine, 101–107, 201–202, 319–320; introducing, 103, 105; metacognitive bookmark, 106; modeling, 106–107; partnering, 123; practicing, 105; reciprocal modeling of, 104–105; as teacher’s engagement with text, 102; and unpacking the language of mathematics, 102

Think-Pair-Share and Think-Write-Pair-Share, 120–122

Thinking, making visible goals, 299

*To Kill a Mockingbird* (Lee), 86

Topic, knowledge of, 251

Tracking concept development, 249

Transboundary solution, 145

Transition words, 268

Twenty-Five-Word Abstract, 219

*Tyrell* (Booth), 186–187

U

Understanding: history goal, 308; literature goal, 311; mathematics goal, 316; scientific, 305

Untapped resources: of students, 13–14; teachers, 12–13
V
Vertical text sets, 142–144; exploring, 144
Visual information, close reading, 209
Visual note-making in pre-algebra class, 210
Visual summaries (posters), 221
Visualizing: history goal, 307; literature goal, 311;
  mathematics goal, 315; science goal, 302; and
  visual texts, 204–210
Vocabulary: difficulty, 266; of reading research,
  98, 100
Voice: history goal, 307; literature goal, 311

W
Wait time, in academic conversation, 66
Walk Two Moons (Creech), 156
Walkabout bingo, 60–61
Warriors Don’t Cry (Beals), 254
WestEd, 339

V
Word analysis: history goal, 308; literary, 312;
  literature goal, 312; mathematics goal, 316;
  science goal, 304
Word Detectives, 262
Word-learning strategies, 39, 251, 261–262,
  268
Word-Learning Strategies List, 261, 313; history
  goal, 309; literature goal, 313; mathematics
  goal, 317; science goal, 304
Words: cloze passages, 265, 267; contextual
  redefinition, 267; in science text, 266; survival,
  264; word pattern investigations, 265
Writing: history goal, 307; talking to understand,
  311, 315

Y
Yearlong literacy routines, 136
Yearlong opportunities, for mentoring, 76